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A case of pigmented Bowen’s disease*
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Abstract:	Pigmented	Bowen´s	disease	is	a	rare	subtype	of	Bowen´s	disease.	Clinically	 it	presents	as	a	slow-growing,	well-
defined,	hyperpigmented	plaque,		and	should	be	included	as	a	differential	diagnosis	of	other	pigmented	lesions.	The	authors	
describe	a	challenging	case	of	pigmented	Bowen’s	disease	with	non-diagnostic	dermscopy	findings.
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Pigmented	 Bowen’s	 disease	 is	 a	 rare	 subtype	 of	 Bowen’s	
disease,	 	 accounting	 for	 2%	 to	 5%	of	 all	 cases.1,2 It manifests as a 
slow-growing,	well-defined,	 hyperpigmented	 plaque,	 and	 should	
be included as a differential diagnosis of pigmented lesions. The 
present case stands out  for the lack of dermoscopic criteria sug-
gestive	of	pigmented	Bowen’s	disease	and	the	presence	of	streaks.		
Thus,	 it	was	not	possible	 to	set	 it	apart	 from	a	melanocytic	 lesion	
by	 dermoscopy.	Our	 patient	was	 a	 67-year	 old	 female,	 skin	 type	
IV,	with	no	prior	diseases,	with	a	history	of	progressively	growing	
dark	lesion	on	her	left	buttock	that	had	been	present	for	the	past	five	
years. Clinical examination revealed a 1 cm hyperpimented (half 
dark	 brown	 and	half	 light	 brown)	macule	with	 relatively	 regular	
borders	(Figure	1).	Dermoscopy	showed	an	amorphous	lightbrown	
areaadjacent	to	a	dark	brown	area,	containing	irregularly	distribut-
ed	globules,	streaks	and	grayished-black	portions	(Figure	2).	Sebor-
rheic keratosis and melanoma were the postulated as working di-
agnoses.		An	excisional	showed	loss	of	polarity,	atypias	in	all	layers	
of	the	epidermis,	mitoses,	dyskeratosis	and	dyskaryosis	(Figure	3).	
The Fontana-Masson stain showed a heavy accumulation of mela-
nin in the epidermis and melanophages in the upper dermis (Figure 
4).	Bowen’s	disease,	or	squamous	cell	carcinoma	in situ,	is	an	epithe-
lial neoplasm that may rarely manifest as a pigmented  disorder. It 
has	been	more	frequently	described	in	patients	with	high	skin	types	
and in sun-protected areas such as lower limbs and intertriginous 
areas.1,3	Clinically,	it	is	a	slow	growing,	well-defined,	unevenly	pig-
mented	plaque,	with	a	scaling,	velvety,	verrucous	or	flat	surface.4-6 
The differential diagnoses include- melanocytic lesions (nevi or cu-
taneous	melanoma),	solar	 lentigo,	seborrheic	keratosis,	 lichen	pla-
nus-like	keratosis,	pigmented	actinic	keratosis	and	pigmented	bas-
al cell carcinoma.2,7	Since	2004,	several	dermoscopic	findings	have	
been	described,	and	dermoscopy	has	proved	to	be	an	important	di-
agnostic	tool.	Zalaudek	et al.	reported	the	following	findings	in	a	se-
ries	of	10	cases:	desquamative	surface	(90%),	small	brown	globules	

grouped	and	irregularly	distributed	in	the	lesion	(90%),	glomerular	
vessels	(80%),	greyish	homogeneous	pigmentation,	as	well	as	pig-
mented	network	(10%),	and	streaks	(10%).5 In the largest case series 
of cases thus far published Cameron et al. described the dermoscop-
ic	features		of	52	cases	of	pigmented	Bowen’s	disease.	The	most	com-

Figure 1: 
Irregular hy-
perpigmented 
lesion on the 
left	 buttock,	
with a diame-
ter of 1 cm

Figure 2: The dermoscopy of the lesion shows an amorphous light 
brown	 area	 adjacent	 to	 a	 dark	 brown	 area	 containing	 irregularly	
distributed	globules,	streaks	and	blackened	gray	parts
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Figure 3: Pigmented Bowen’s disease: loss of polarity, atypias in 
all layers of the epidermis, mitoses, dyskeratosis and dyskaryosis. 
Presence of melanophages and increased pigmentation of keratino-
cytes (Hematoxylin & eosin x400)

Figure 4: Fontana-Masson staining reveals prominent build-up of 
melanin in all the layers of the epidermis and melanophages in the 
superficial dermis (Hematoxylin & eosin x100)

mon pattern (48%) was amorphous (with no structures), followed 
by the association of amorphous pattern and dots (35%). Hypopig-
mented areas ( pink, normochromic or white) without structures 
were seen in 67% of the lesions. Vessels were detected in 67% of the 
lesions, and the glomerular vessels were the most frequent (44%). 
Dotted or glomerular vessels in linear arrangement were detected  
in 12% of the cases.2 The presence vessels and brown or gray dots 
in arrangened in linear fashion in the periphery of  the lesion was 
considered by the authors to be the most suggestive,  and perhaps  
the most specific,  finding of pigmented Bowen’s disease. These 
changes have not been described in other lesion and were present 
in 21% of the cases. The predominant dermoscopic finding in our 
case was  the amorphous pattern . The presence of sreaks turned 
the diagnosis even more challenging since since this finding is higly 
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suggestive   of a melanocytic lesion. However, pigment network and 
streaks  are relatively common  in pigmented Bowen’s disease and 
have already been reported  with an incidence ranging from 4% to 
10%.2,3,8 The differential diagnosis with other pigmented diseases 
continues, therefore, to be challenging. Albeit rare, pigmented Bow-
en’s disease should be suspected  especially if glomerular vessels or 
brownish dots are found to be linearly arranged in the lesion, or if 
there are no clear criteria of melanocytic lesion in the dermoscopy, 
given that the brownish amorphous pattern seems to be the most 
frequent one. Some lesions may show   streaks, making it even more 
difficult to tell them apart from melanocytic lesions. Dermoscopy is 
not always diagnostic, but leads to a proper approach. In this case, 
surgical removal was chosen due to dermoscopic features.q




